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This thesis has as its purpose a description of a new method for 
reliably controlling the gain of a seismograph amplifier. This gain control 
is of the expander type and causes the gain or sensitivity of the amplifier 
to increase predictably as a function of time after a specified instant. 
This method of gain control is particularly useful in two applications. 
(1) Its accuracy is important in the field of basic research when the strength 
of a seismic signal is to be measuredp. and (2) it is also particularly useful 
when recording seismic signals on magnetic tape where full fidelity must be 
) 
maintainedo This is because any automatic means of gain adjustment is apt 
to distort low frequency signalsQ 
In order to be useful as a field circuitp it must satisfy stringent 
requirements with regards to reliabilityp· freedom from vacuum tube selection, 
ease of maintenance, and precisiono The unit described herein has been in 
use several years and has met these requirementsQ 
The circuitry described in this paper was designed, built, and tested 
by the author in connection with a research project conducted in the Research 
Center of the Stanolind Oil and Gas Company, Tulsa 9 Oklahomao The Research 
Center is managed by Mro George Roberts, Jr~P and the Exploration Research· 
Division director is Dro Daniel Silvermane 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Oil is found in the pores of rocks in the eartha Salt water also 
is found in these rock poreso · Since the oil is lighter than the salt 
water 9 it floats on the salt water and moves upward to a fold or dome in 
the rock where it accumulates under an impervious hard rock layero Where 
rocks are bent upward at the surface 9 geologists map the surface features 
to find locations for drilling prospective oil wellso Where surface 
geology is inadequate 9 the underlying domes or folds are most often dis-
covered by means of seismograph instrumentso 
Seismograph instruments are normally used for recording earth tremors 
caused by earthquakeso When they are used to locate geological structures, 
an artificial earthquake is used to generate the earth tremorso A dyna= 
mite charge is detonated in a ~hot hol~§ This explosion causes a minute 
earthquake@ The seismic waves~ or vibrationsp of this earthquake travel 
down through the earth until they reach an interface between two layers of 
different elastic propertieeo Then they are reflected back to the surface 
ot the eartho Sound detectors (seismometers) on the surface pick up the 
reflected vibrations and convert them into electrical waveso These 
electrical signals are transmitted to a recording truck by means of wirese 
In the recording truck is a special s.eismograph which is suitable f'or 
recording the particular type 0£ vibrations caused by the miniature earth-
quakeo The waves are recorded on an oscillographic record which has very 




depth to the strata from which they were reflected can be calculatede By 
repeating this process in an a.rea 9 a map of the subsurface strata can be 
made and underlying domes or folds can be locatede 
In general 9 the amplitude of t~e waves received from interfaces 
close to the earth's surface is much greater than the amplitude of the 
waves received from interfaces at greater depthse A wave reflected from a 
shallow interface is received earlier and is of greater amplitude than a 
wave reflected from a deep interfaceo If the sensitivity of the recording 
system and the size of the dynamite charge are so adjusted as to record 
the reflected waves from a deep interface with the desired amplitudep then 
the amplitude of reflected waves from shallower interfaces will be so great 
that the characteristics are not readily observable from the record pro-
ducedo In general 9it may be said that the amplitude of the various waves 
received is approximately inversely proportional to the distance they 
ha.ve traveled through the eartho The velocity of travel through the various 
strata is not exactly the sameo Hence 9 the amplitude of the waves re-
ceived is only approximately in inverse proportion to their travel time 
from the shot point to the recording point. 
ln :tnQde:rn seismograph amplifier equipment, provision is made for 
automatically adjusting the gain of the amplifier so that the signal to 
be recorded on the oscillograph is approximately constanto _ This is accomp,,,, 
lished by means of an automatic gain control (age) circuit which senses 
the output level of the amplifier and adjusts the gain accordingly .. At 
the beginning of the seismograph record~ the signal level from the 
3 
seismometers is high and the age circuit reduces the gain of the amplifierp 
so as to produce a readable amplitude on the record. As time progresses, 
the waves from the seismometer become weakero The age senses this and 
increases the gain by an appropriate amounto This age action produces a 
seismograph record which has approximately the same recording level through-
out its length although the amplitude of the seismic waves may vary by a 
factor of as much as 4000 to l from the beginning of the record to the endo 
Although an age seismograph amplifier produces a readable record~ 
it can also produce some undesirable resultso For example~ one of the 
information parameters of the seismograph signals is thrown awayo This is 
its amplitude characteristico To those familiar with the art of inter-
preting seism°:graph recordsp the amplitude~ or at least the relative 
amplitude of succeeding waves~ can be of some importanoeo The age cir-
ouiti if it is to be quick enough acting to produce a readable record~ 
destroys most of this amplitude informationo Since the ago system controls 
the gain ot the amplifier in accordance with the average signal levelw its 
action is not instantaneouso Its action on a large signal followed closely 
by a small signal will cause the gain of the amplifier to be reduoed to such 
a point that the small signal may not be recorded at an a.mplitude sufficient-
ly large to be observedQ Hencep age cir~uits are undesirable for use when 
such conditions existQ 
A recent innovation in the art of seismic exploration is the use of 
ffi9'gnetic recor~ersQ The ~eismic signal is recorded on magnetic tape in-
ste.ad. of on an oeeillographic recordQ The magnetic tape is then taken to a 
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field office or laboratory where it is played back through special analyz-
ing equipment .. This method offers several advantages in that the signal 
can be reanalyzed whenever desired .. As new methods are developed for better 
recovering the desired seismic informationp they may be tried without the 
necessity of returning to the field to obtain the data., The seismic signal 
to be recorded may contain signals which are very low in frequencyo An 
age circuit which is quick acting will alter the character or frequency 
spectrwn of these waves since their period may be approximately the same 
as the speed of action of the age circuita For this reason~ age circuits 
are not always desirable for use when recording seismic signals magnet-
ically .. 
In some basic research work on seismograph signals, it is necessary 
to measure the absoi~~ amplitude of the signalsi and the age method of 
recording is unsatisfactory since the amplitude information is obliteratedo 
It was primarily for this reason that the gain expander described in this 
thesis was developedo 
A gain expander for a seismograph amplifier is a device which auto-
matically causes the gain of the amplifier to increase as a .function of 
time a~er the time of detonation of the dynamite chargeo The maximum and 
minimum values of gain as well as the rate of increase of the gain can be 
adjusted so that all the received waves are recorded with their amplitudes 
sufficiently alike to afford satisfactory observation of all the waves on 
the oscillograph record.a In some cases it is desirable to have the system 
designed so that the gain automatically increases after the instant the 
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first direct wave arrives at the recording positiono Howeverp this particu-
lar feature is well known to those in the seismograph field and will not 
be discussed furthero 
Several types of gain expanders have been developed for seismograph 
systems~ one of the earliest being described by Mro Wo To Born1 P in which 
the bias on a variable-mu vacuum tube is variedp causing the voltage ampli-
fication of the stage to varyo The bias voltage is derived from a charged 
condenser which is discharged through a resister during the expansion 
periodo This system has a serious disadvantage in that the variable-mu 
characteristics of vacuum tubes are neither stable nor alike between 
various tubeso Before the advent of satisfactory age circuitry, this type 
of gain control was widely used in the industryo Because of its instabili-
typ added to the difficulty of the requirement that the operator anticipate 
the intensity and decay rate of the seismic signalsp it was superseded by 
the age circuitso The latter difficulty is still present with the reliable 
gain expander described hereino It is minimized by the fact that one of the 
factors of variability is removed~ and provides a system which is satis-
factorily operableo 
The principle upon which this gain expander is designed is based on 
the exponential portion of the plate-voltage/plate-current characteristic of 
a thermionic diodeo This exponential portion of the diode characteristic 
6 
occurs at plate voltages more negative than those for which the three 
halves power holdso This exponential relationship is classica12 and is 
important both theoretically and practically because it is essentially 
independent of variations in tube construction and processing and there-
fore gives accurately reproducible results that do not demand careful 
selection of tubeso 




The description of the reliable gain expander for seismograph amp-
lifiers will be separated into four partso The first part will describe 
how the dynamic resistance of a thermionic diode varies as a function of 
the plate currents The second part shows how this characteristic is 
utilized in the basic attenuation circuito The third part describes the 
circuitry which controls the basic attenuation circuito The fourth part 
develops the attenuation formula based on the control circuitry providedo 
DYNAMIC .. RESISTANCE OF A THERMIONIC DIODE 
There are three clearly distinguishable conditions of current flow 
from the cathode to the anode of a thermionic diodeo When a large posi-
tive voltage is applied to the anode 9 relative to the cathodep substan-
tially all of the emitted electrons are drawn to the anodei and the current 
is a "saturation" currento For a range of lesser positive anode voltages 9 
the current is governed by the space charge conditions surrounding the 
cathode and is proportional to approximately the 3/2 power of the applied 
voltageo For a range of very small positivep zero 9 and small negative 
voltages 9 the factor regulating the magnitude of the current from the 
cathode to the anode is the initial velocity of the electrons given off by 
the thermionic cathodeo 
In the circuitry to be described 9 the diodes are always operated in 
this last region 9 where the slope of the cathode=anode voltage-current 
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characteristic is determined by the electron initial velocities. This 
condition of operation will be referred to as in the "electron initial 
velocity" regiono In this regionp the current through a thermionic diode 
is given by the formula3: 
\fe\T -eV 
1 - ls f V IT E 1(f (1) 
where 
I = d-c diode current 
Is= saturation current 
e = electron charge 
V = plate-cathode voltage 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
T = temperature, absolute 
e: = 2071828 
Since Is is constant for any given temperature T9 taking the 
logarithms of both sides of this equation gives~ 
. In 1= A ._lvi ~fl= - ~f (2) 
where 
·t 2.Is A = Y'I 'frr · p a constant o 
In this expression the term: 
3Harnwell and Livingood 9 "Experimental Atomic Physics"P p .. 202 







Plotting log I against the voltage Vin the region of interest yields 
a straight line of slope 
e 
-04343 RT 
The dynamic resistance of the diode from (3) is given byi 
where 
1rr, _ d V _ -1 1 _ c. ,~-dr-15·- -r - I 
C. = ... .1. e 
(4) 
Thus 9 it appears that the dynamic resistance rp is a function of sub-
stantially only I and B. Bis inversely proportional to T and, since 
it is not difficult to maintain T relatively constantp then the dynamic 
resistance is a function only of the current I. Thus~ we have a control 
element which can be used as a variable resistance in a.n attenuating 
network and the resistance can be quite accurately predicted for 
specific values of Io It should be noted at this point~ however, that 
the voltage characteristic of various diodes may be shifted consider-
ably with respect to each otherp and that to accurately predict the 
in the £ace of the change in voltage characteristicQ Plate voltage vs. 
plate current voltage characteristics of several test diodes are shown 
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BASIC ATTENUATION CIRCUIT 
Normallyp seismic amplifiers are of the unbalanced type, i.e., 
the signal circuit is referenced to ground9 For this reason1 it is 
undesirable to utilize a single diode in the attenuating circuit, because 
the control voltage used to vary its resistance would be introduced 
into the circuit and create undesirable transients in the signal path. 
In this attenuation circuitp the diodes are arranged in an L-pad 
attenuator shown in Figure 2ao This basic circuit is widely used in 
seismic amplifiers having agc4'. The equivalent circuit is shown in 
in Figure 2bo The operation of this circuit is as follows~ When Ec 
is high and of such a polarity that Bis negative with respect to A, 
then an infinitesimal amount of current nows through the diodes and 
their resistance is very high compared to Ro Under these condition, the 
circuit has virtu.ally no attenuation to the signal. When Ee is of such 
a value and polarity to cause current I to flow 9 then the current 
through both diodes is identical due to the capacitors C1 and c2 in the 
circuit. These capacitors are large enough to effectively provide neg-
ligible reactance to the signal frequenciesi and are provided to assure 
that the sole path of the current I is through the diodesQ The resist-
ance of each of the diodes is identical and from (4) is equal to C /I. 
Hence~ we have an attenuator circuit in which 
1 (5) 
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The attenuation of the circuit expressed in decibels (db) is 
Att(db) = 2.0 109 ~~:t 
~ 2 o I o~ (1 + f;) (6) 
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The shunt arm of this attenuator consists of the thermionic 
diodes and the capacitors c2 arranged in a bridge circuitG This is for 
the purpose of preventing any of the control voltage (Ee) transients from 
entering the signal pathQ This assumes 9 of course 9 that the two capaci-
tors c2 are identical and that the incremental resistances of the diodes 
Dl and D2 are also identical. The two capacitors c2 can be selected to 
be equalQ As previously mentioned 9 the current through the two diodes 
are identical 9 and hence their plate resistances are identical. This 
does not imply that the d-c potential existing at the junction of the 
two diodes will be zeroo Reference to Figure 1 will reveal that various 
diodes generally will have different plate=cathode potentials at the 
same plate currentse However~ the incremental change in plate voltage 
versus plate current is identical. This is readily seen from the graph 
and from (4)~ Thus 9 there will at all times exist a static potential 
at the junction of the diodes which is dependent upon the particular 
diodes selected, but this potential will remain constant regardless of 
the value of Ee" Hence~ any changes in Ee will not be introduced into 
14 
the signal circuit as long as the capacitors C2 are equal and the diodes 
have the same temperature0 
CONTROL CIRCUITRY FOR BASIC ATTENUATION CIRCUIT 
The function of the attenuator circuit is twofoldo First, it 
must attenuate at a specified value so that at the beginning of the seis-
mograph record,when the first Jarge amplitude signals are received, the 
·signal will have a: readable amplitude., This is defined as "initial 
attenuation"o Seconds, it must reduce the attenuation at a controlled 
rate as the succeeding seismic signals coming from deeper beds become 
weakere The rate of travel of seismic waves through the earth is variable, 
depending on the area 9 and the attenuation of the various beds through 
which the seismic waves travel is also variable, depending on the 
. acoustic properties of the different geological strata~ Hence, the rate 
of attenuation reduction must be controllableo In a particular geologi-
cal region, the rate of attenuation reduction required is consistent, so 
the circuit must provide this rate reliably .. The rate of atte.nuat:i.on 
reduction is referred to as the "eXJ>ansion rate"., 
The circuitry by which the. initial attenuation and e::icpansion 
rate is accurately contrQlled i.s shown in Figure <h This is basica.JJ..y 
the same circuit as ·shown in Figure 2a except that the c.ontr<:>l voltage 
Ee na.s been replaced by suitable networks to prov:ide the needed. !unction ... 
al operatione 
The initial attenuation condition is attained when switch S1 is 
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BASIC ATTENUATION CIRCUI'I 
WITH CONTROL CIRCUITRY 
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determined by the value of E1 and R1• ·E1 and R1 constitute a "constant 
current" circuit which implies that the current through the circuit is 
independent of the particular diodes in the circuit. This is accomplished 
by having E1 many times larger than any normally encountered diode potentials. 
Since the initial attenuation condition is static, no current flows through 
the capacitors c1 and c2 after they are charged, and the current through the 
circuit will be 
I= where Ed represents normally 
encountered diode potentials. 
,·. 
and if E1 )) Ed, then 
I =- E1. 
R1 
The attenuation of the circuit was shown in (6) to be 
Att (db) = 2Q /09 (1 +- ~) 
(7) 
In (5), l'J) was defined as equal to 1/2 rpl and in (4) it was shown that 
rp was equal to C/I. Substituting (4) into (5) into (6) yields 
\r I C 0=27 
( 21.R) Att (db) = 2 0 I 0~ 1 + C . 
and substituting I from(?), 
. Att (db) = 2.0 \o'.J (1 + ($) 
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It should be noted that under the condition of initial attenuation, the 
capacitors C2 are cha~ged to a voltage which is equal to the voltage across 
the diodes. This voltage is a function of the variabilities of various diodes 
and will be different for each set of diodes used. 
To operate the attenuator in the condition of expansion, switch S1 is 
opened and switch S2 is closed. As was stated previously, the diodes are 
operated in the exponential region of the plate-voltage/plate-current char-
acteristic. Hence, if an incremental voltage, which is varying· linearly 
with time is applied to a diode, then the diode current will vary exponen-
tially with time. Since the plate resistance of a diode is proportional to 
the inverse of the diode current, then the plate resistance will vary expon-
entially with time. This is a desirable rate of change since the seismic 
signals likewise vary approximately exponentially with time. The circuit 
for generating the li~early varying voltage with time consists of E2, R2, 
and c2• As in the circuitry which controlled the initial attenuation, E2 
and R2 constitute a constant currf:!nt source feeding the capacitors c2• This 
is true if the volt13.ge E2 is large compared to the voltage on the capacitors. 
As was noted, the capacitors are initially charged to the potential of the 
diodes. 
It is well known that for a capac:ttor dE/dt = I/C. Hence, i,f the 
current through the capac:ttors is constant, the incremental voltage across 
' . 
the capacitors per unit pf time ii:s cons.tant and is proportional to the C'\llTent. 
through the capac:ttors. The current through the capacitor!;) will, of co,n.-1;H~, 
be'constant only if it is high compared to the current through the diod.es and 
only tor so long a period of time as the battery voltage E2 is high compared 
to the voltage across the capacitors. The rate of rise of the voltage aq.:ross 
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the capacitors can be controlled by varying any of the parameters of the 
circuit: the battery voltage E2, the·resistanee R2, or the capacitors c2• 
Circuit design can allow the plate resistance of the diodes to become extremely 
high compared to the dropping resistance R before the capacitors charge to 
such a voltage that their rise is no longer linear. 
DEVELOPMENT OF ATTENUATION EQUATION 
. -
In the preceding section; the initial attenuation of the circuit was · 
developed and the method by which a controllable rate of expansion is obtained 
was described._ These two attenuation factors can be combined to produce at-
tenuation curves which can.be used f-or ~ny combination of•expansion rate and 
initial attenuation. Thes_e curves are very useful in field work and provide 
a nomograph for quick attenuation calculations. 
In (4) it was shown.that the resistance rp of a single diode was equal 
to C/I. Taking the logarithms of this, 
ln 'fp =- \"' C -\VI I (9) 
Now, substitu.ting (3) into (9)., 
(10) 
In the expansion circuit, the voltage across the capacitors c2 and the diodes 
vary linearly with time and can be represented at any time t by the equation 
where 
V=-Vo+Dt 
v0 = diode voltage due to initial attenuation condition 
D = rate of voltage rise across c2 
-= Ea • J_ 
R, C2. 
(11) 
Soj substituting for V from (11) into (10) 
By definition, the initial attenuation condition exists at t = o, and at 
\'() lfo = \'(\ C-A +-B Vo 
or 
\ V\ C = \ Yi fo .Jr- ~ - B Vo 
Substituting (13) into (12) 
lv1 Y-r :::. \YI '(o + B Dt 
and if we let BD =~ 
cit 
then y f = ro 6 , 
From (4)j at t = o 
C 
lfo -= 1 o 
But$ by substituting (16) into (15) 
C G\t 
r, - - e r - I 0 
At the operating temperature of most diodes, the value of C is O~l, so 










In equation (5) the shunt ·arm of the attenuator was Rn which was 1/2 the 
plate resistance of a single diode. Hence, from (18) and (5) 
\r - t Ir .Q5 C C1t 
• 0 --2•1=:.-I I;;;.. 
0 
(20) 
Substituting (20) into (6) 
Att (db) = 20 109-(l + .6i:~·t) 
20 
(21) 
The value of I 0 determines the initial-attenuation, and the value of q 
determines the rate of expansion. 
max If we let I0 represent the largest practical value for the 
initial diode current I 0 and It represent an initial value of diode current 0 . 
which is less, and the attenuation for these conditions be Att (db)', then 
I -qt) 
Att (db)'= 20 '\o~( 1 +20 R Io E: 
Also., from (15) f p : fa E. 9:t 
(22) 
- max max 
and if r 0 ' and r 0 are the:plate resistances at I 0 ' and I0 respectively., 
then 
OV" 
..... A,,. I _dt' '( ... _ r , 
o =. oE:. 





Now, substituting (23) in (22), 
Att(db)' =-20 \0~(1.+-20~1:~l(.E,-~<.t+t.·)) (24) 
An expansion with any initial attenuation (any ! 0 ) may be described by the 
curve which begins with I 0 max by simply adding a constant t' to the time tin 
the equation. Similarly, it can be seen that this same curve may be used for 
different values of q(expansion rate) by multiplying t by the proper constant 
factoro 
A single curve then could be used for any combination of expansion 
rate (q factor) and initial attenuation (I 0 factor). However, in the practical 
application of this circuit, it is desirable to provide a set of curves for 
various specific values of q so as to avoid the complexity of multiplying the 
time scale by the proper factor. The construction of these curves is 
considered in the succeeding chapter, 
CHAPTER THREE 
CIRCUIT DESIGN AND RESULTS 
In chapter three, the basic attenuation circuit and its control 
circuitry were described with little consideration as to the specific design 
problem. In this chapter, the practical design requirements are discussed with 
regard to signal frequencies to be passed, reliability of the initial attenuation, 
and rates of expansion desiredo Practical results of the final circuit are also 
given. 
The circuit which was finally used is shown in Figure 4o It is 
identical to the basic theoretical diagram shown in Figure 3 except that (1) a 
resistor to ground has been placed in the output lead to provide a grid return 
for the subsequent vacuum tube amplifier 1 (2) the method of providing the control 
voltages E1 and E2 is shownj and (3) a bias battery has been added in series with 
the diodes. 
In normal operation,, the ''Initial Attenuation" and "Expansion Rate" 
controls are set by the operator to the desired values. These controls are 
stepped in discrete values so that tl'B operator can return the settings to a 
particular pointo. At the moment the first seismic signals arrive after the 
dynamite detonation, the relay Ry is closed by means of auxiliary circuit 
apparatus and the initial attenuation circuit is disabled and the expansion 
circuit is brought into operation. 
One of the fundamental requirements of the expansion circuit is 
that it operate satisfactorily at signal frequencies in the vicinity of 
5 cps;and,further, \hat it introduce no more than 5 degree of phase shift 
at this frequency. The initial attenuation range required is from 
c1 
Signa1°~. 






























approximately 18 db to 40 db and should be resettable with an accuracy of 
plus or minus 1 dbo The expansion rate range required is from approximately 
50 db per second to 10 db per second., -and should follow the theoretical curve 
within plus or minus 1 dbo 
The first design requirement is to determine the values of c1 and 
c2 with regard to the low frequency signal requirements o Siflce the phase 
shift requirements are much more severe than the amplit~de response requirements, 
the phase shift only of the attenuator will be consideredo Figure 5 is an 
equivalent circuit of the attenuator circuit which omits the control circuitry 
and combines the diode bridge circuit into an equivalent RC series network. 
When the diode resistance, Rn, is infinite, the phase shift of network is 
which equals 2.5 degrees at 5 cps for the values shown, 
The minimum individual diode resistance that can consistently be 
obtained with commercial diodes in the initial velocity region is in the 
vicinity of 10,000 ohms. From (20) it can be see that rn is 1/2 this value, or 
approximately 5,000 ohmsj and the phase shift of the network due to c2 is 
8 t _, \ =- 0\ '(\ -------
2. C. 2. \.)J I('!!) 
which equals 3.7 degrees at 5 cps for the values showno Since c2 must be so 
largej this precludes the use of other than electrolytic capacitors, which are 
noted for relatively low leakage resistanceo This is a rather serious handicap 
since the stability of the circuit in the initial attenuation condition relies 
on the condition that all of the initial attenuation current flow thrqugh the 
C1 R3 C1 
~f-----1W\J~ I( tao 
l 
o, 











diodes and not through the associated capacitorso For this reason, it was 
expected that at low initial atte~uation settings (small I 0 ) there would be 
some error due to the diode current and capacitance leakage current being 
comparable in valueo Test data confirmed this, but indicated that a second 
source of error at low initial attenuation settings was even more seriouso 
This second source of trouble was the difficulty in providing a 
constant current source to the diodes in the initial attenuation condition at 
low attenuation levels. Field experience has indicated that resistors larger 
than 10 me5ohms are not very stablej which requires that the initial attenuation 
voltage be comparable to the diode voltage at low attenuation levelso This 
problem was solved by inserting the lo5 volt battery in series with the diodes 
to partially cancel out the average emission voltageo This in turn further 
reduced the voltage across the electrolytic capacitors and ca'USed their leakage 
to be lower., Tests were made with and without the bias battery in the circuit 





























1.5 V. Bias 











A peculiar phenomenon was noted concerning the characteristic of 
the electrolytic caJ:9.citors used in this circuit. The caJ:Qcity was carefully 
measured at 50 cps, and from this figure the incremental voltage per unit of 
current per unit of time was calculated using the formula d.E/dt = I/Co In 
every case, the incremental voltage would indicate that the capacitance was 
approximately 20% higher than measured at 50 cps. This could not be accounted 
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for either by de leakage or by power factor measurements. However, power 
factor measurements could not be ma.de at extremely low frequencies (i.e., below 
10 cps), so it remains quite probable that, instead of the capacitor having an 
effective increase in capacitance, J:Qrt of the current is being diverted to 
polarization of the caJ:Qcitor, thus causing the voltage rise time to increase. 
This could erroneously lead to the assumption that the effective capacitance 
' 
had increased; although for all practical purposes in this application, the 
increased values of capg.citance must be used for calculations involving the 
expansion rate·. It is believed that this effect is due to some predictable 
physical phenomena because the characteristic noted was remarkably consistent 
in a large group of capacitors& 
A plot of the theoretical attenuation curves as a function of time 
for the circuit of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 6. These theoretical at-
tenuation curves were determined from formula (21). The value of R substi-
tuted in formula (21) is .67 megohmso This value was obtained from the 
J:9.rallel resistance of R3 and R4 in Figure 4. This substitution makes use 
of Thevenin's theorem. 
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FIGURE 6 THEORETICAL ATTENUATION CURVES 
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Several attenuation curves are shown for specific values of q. 
These particular values of q shown are obtained by the various settings of 
the "expansion rate" control shown in Figure 4. Also shown are several 
specific values of initial attenuation. These particular values are 
obtained. by the various settings of the "initial attenuation" control 
shown in Figure 4. It was shown in formula (24) that an expansion with 
any initial attenuation can be described by the curve which begins.with 
I:max by simply adding a constant tt to the time tin the equation. Thus 
0 
a change in initial attenuation can be represented by a shift in the zero 
of the time axis. 
To illustrate the use of these curves, an example will be shown. 
Suppose that the initial attenuation control is set to position 6 and the 
expansion rate control set to give a value of q = 1.74. Then the initial 
attenuation will be at the intersection of the q = 1.74 curve and the 
initial attenuation position 6 line, which is 35.5 db. This point occurs 
at .54 seconds on.the time scale. However, the initial attenuation occurs 
at t = 0 by definition. Hence, the time scale must be shifted to the right 
by .54 seconds. Now assume that it is desired to determine the attenuation 
at a time one second after the expander has started operating. To account 
for the shift in the time scale, .54 seconds must be added to the time. 
desired of one second, or 1.54 seconds. The intersection of the q = 1.74 
curve and 1.54 seconds gives 21 db attenuation which is the attenuation 
obtained for an expansion period of 1 second under the condition stated. 
The curves shown in Figure 6 have been checked f_requently over a 
period of several years operation of the circuit in the field. A maximum 
error of plus or minus l db has been maintained consistently, both for 
the initial attenuation and the attenuation during the expansion period. 
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Maintenance problems on the attenuation circuit and its associated 
control circuitry have been minor. An occasional expansion time constant 
electrolytic capacitor has dried out, causing the expansion rate to change. 
This is usually evidenced in operation by observing that the expansion control 
voltage is introduced in the signal pa.th due to the unbalance of the attenuation 
bridge. This causes a slow apparent d=c drift of the oscillographic record 
trace having the defective component. Defective capacitors have been re-
plaeed by sintered tantalum electrolytic capacitors which are hermetically 
sealed in a solid silver ease. These capacitors are not unduly expen~ive 
and. have exceptionally low leakage current and long life. The other 
maintenance problem consists of the thermionic diodes becoming very 
slightly gassy. A diode which has become gassy does not follow the plate 
voltage initial electron velocity plate current eha.ra.eteristic described 
in Chapter Two when the plate current ii:s very low. The symptoms on the 
oseillograph record are approximately the ~ame as those due to a defective 
capacitor. 
CHAPl'ER FOUR 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis a new method·for reliably controlling the gain of a 
seismograph amplifier is presented. The gain control is called an expander 
and causes the gain or sensitivity of the amplifier to increase as a function 
of time after the first large amplitude reflection signals are received. 
Functionally, this is necessary because succeeding reflection signals come 
from greater depths and progressively become weaker. To successfully ob= 
serve these subsequent signals, the sensitivity of the amplifier must be 
increased to produce a useableamplitude signal. 
When doing basic research on the strength of seismic signals, it is 
desirable to know the sensitivity of the amplifier as a function of time. 
Knowing the time of any i:a,rticular seismic event, its particular amplitude 
on the oseillographic record, and the sensitivity of the amplifier, its 
amplitude can be computed. 
The circuit is also useful when~rec()r~ing seismic signals of a vecy 
low frequency, because any automatic means of gain adjustment is apt to 
distort the low frequency signals. This is particularly useful when record-
ing seismic signals magnetically where full fidelity must be maintained. 
Previous expand~r circuits have been developed but have been generally 
unsatisfactory because of the variations in tube characteristics. The 
circuit described herein was developed to provide stable attenuation and 
expansion characteristics regardless of the comm.on variations in 
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vacuum tubes. The prin~iple upon whieh it is based utilizes the exponential 
portion of the plate-voltage/plate-current characteristic of a thermionic 
diode. It is shown, for all practical purposes, that the plate resistance 
of such a diode in the electron initial velocity region is equal to .1 
divided by its plate current. 
This characteristic is utilized in a bridge type attenuator which 
prevents the control voltage to the diode from entering the s~gnal pith. 
The control circuitry is developed which will cause this attenuator to 
attenuate by a predictable and consistent amount, in order to properly 
receive the large amplitude first arrival seismic signals. The circuitry 
will also cause this attenuation to vary at a predictable and consistent 
rate which can be adjusted by an operator in order to satisfactorily 
receive the subsequent weaker signals. 
The circuit was installed in field equipment and has been in use for 
several years. Periodic calibration checks have been ma.de and indicate 
that it is accurate to within 1 db of the theoretical values. Maintenance 
problems are minor and the diodes do not have to be selected for use in 
the circuit. These data prove that the ©ircuit theory is'not only correct, 
but that the design is practical from the operational standpoint of view. 
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